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Therefore, encourage one another and build one another up, as indeed you do.
1 Thessalonians 5 : 11

Ms. Aumann’s Notes...

Look Who Did What!

Week 28 - We have arrived at the LAST quarter of 7th grade—we needed
to do a lot of praying this week for members of our Sacred Heart School family. I told
the students—this is ONE of the many, many benefits of attending Sacred Heart
School….we can pray openly together as a family.
Curriculum Notes
Religion-We started chapter 4- God’s plan for Salvation. We discussed Abraham as
part of salvation history. We also discussed name changes and how it represents a new
direction in our lives. Lastly, we read the Gospel to be prepared for Sunday Mass.
(Luke 13:1-9). Great parable about the fig tree!
Vocabulary-We finished our cumulative unit and took our assessment. Next week, we
will be back into a regular unit. We will work on a timeline for our writing activity. We
now have over 5,000 words in our Vocab Jar!
English-We worked on informational text. The topic-vaping. Three different sources
were shared- one about statistics, one about the physical effects, and one a personal
story from a former vaper. All three pieces will be used to write a formal essay.
Next up….research papers!

All 7th Graders- for such
thoughtful intentions
Brenna, Claire, Norah, &
Sadie-for making the honor roll
Brenna-for using manners
Tynlee-for participating in a
speech contest
Brooke- for working hard
Conner-for his interest in
research papers
Brooke-for helping out around
the classroom

Reading-We finished seven chapters in Roll of Thunder Hear my Cry. We worked on
vocabulary and a graphic with characterization as the focus.

Science-We started chapter 12- Interactions of Life.This chapter focuses on animals
and their interactions with other species and the environment. We also reviewed our
past chapter with task cards.
Have a wonderful weekend! If you happened to have filled out a bracket…good luck!
Mine is already busted! I will be watching games all weekend and hopefully cheering
my ILLINI onto victory. God bless. THANKS for all your do!

Calendar
Thank You!

Mar. 23- 12:05 Dismissal
Mar. 25- Unit 12 Spelling/Vocab Tests
Mar. 25- Stations of the Cross
Apr. 14- Easter Break begins
Pray for Karlee

Matt & Carrie Beyers-for
being our Adopt-A-Class
sponsors this year

